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for non-humanoid (generic) characters, this means assigning or creating an avatar. for humanoid characters, this means assigning or creating a root bone. this is the parent or
root bone that is used to deform and animate character parts (a skeletal model). to bring an object into an object interact mode but only select specific object/elements, in the

sets the object interact mode window select vertex, edge and face from the select mode buttons (1, 2 and 3). upon successful conversion, the extension’s new mesh will be
saved in it’s own folder ‘converted/’. save the file as ‘.mb’ (for mesh export) and place the file directly on the drive (remember to uncheck ‘optimized and un-optimized’ options
in the file options window). libraries are also managed, in a zip file, under the library section. to add a library, click on the ‘+’ sign, navigate to the folder containing the library in
the drive, and select the zip file from the select menu. for this example, the library path was ‘../externals/libraries/’ in the extension file viewer, you will see the conversion mesh
and all the imported elements. each element is represented by a small 3d icon, which appears in the upper left corner of the viewer. the element icons are: if you double-click on

one of the conversion meshes, the extension element will automatically be applied to the mesh. if the mesh already has elements that are selected, the new mesh will not be
selected and the elements will not be applied. this application, in conjunction with the auto complete feature in the web browser, make it easy to find elements based on image,

description, or artist from your own collection, or from the collections of other users.
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the mobi files are files with geometry exported from the google sketchup suite of application and contain both shape data and vector lines (paths). they were originally intended
for visualization using the standalone mobile opus app, and later versions of it, so while they use the inkscape vector format it is intended to work with the mobile opus app.

scenes are saved in the mp4 format which is a video container format. this is used for video games, and many non-video applications like motion capture. animations in blender
are rendered in mp4 format and saved as images. scripts can be included in camera sequences to address more dynamic content like scripted scenes, scripted transitions,
scripted lighting, scripted cameras, etc. these files are what allow additional cameras to be made (for example, an off-camera camera), or made into dynamic parts of an

existing camera (for example, a front camera mounted on a vehicle or moving through a city) for rendering into the original camera sequence. tilemaps are square bitmaps that
can be used as parts of scenes. these are used as surfaces of varying curvature on the objects to represent indoor furniture. each tile is also a separate object used to store the
appearance properties of that tile (i.e. color, texture mapping, etc.). blender’s subsurface scattering materials can be created to add material properties to the geometry. there
is a great amount of flexibility in adding these. examples include adding an image as the subsurface scattering, adding a normal map to change the surface reflectivity, using

nodal texture maps to change the specular reflectivity, changing the material’s color, and many more. 5ec8ef588b
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